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ABSTRACT 

An ideology and intellectual school is able to “civilize” when it is reached to a social growth and eminency order 

both theoretically and practically and addresses logical and valid strategies for all materialistic and spiritual realms. 

True religion of Islam, after political and social establishment and regulating inside and outside relations, 

achieved to found a significant civilization in the world in a way that made other civilizations, including western 

civilization, to owe it. Islam created a significant and unrivaled civilization in horizon of history which made weak, 

disabled, and under developed peoples to be rulers of the world and made them pioneers of sciences and technologies who 

had not any competitor in long years. Unfortunately, Islamic civilization went toward frailty and stagnancy and started to 

follow other civilizations and lost lots of its flourish and glory; lots of Muslims have favored western life style, economical 

and aspects, and even culture as their idol and confined Islam to only their personal prayers especially during recent years. 

This paper expresses and enlightens effect of Islamic revolution in reviving Islamic civilization and presents a question that 

what is the effects of Islamic revolution on reviving Islamic civilization. Iran’s Islamic revolution was not only a political 

revolution but is was a revolution in civilizing and its results in field of civilization was presenting an issue named “new 

Islamic civilization”; which its fundamentals don’t rely on Humanism and referring to instrumental brain and with purpose 

of providing limited needs of human society like west, nut it is based on god centeredness and using Vahy beside human 

mind and with purpose of providing actual human needs and with considering comprehensive aspects of human. 
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